
IPC Submission for Draft 2036 Plan  

From Rachel Falk ,  

I am an owner of a property on , a small street across from the 

proposed development in St Leonards South. 

I am a member of the West Park Rd and Portview Rd Action group, which 

represents  the overwhelming majority of residents of these streets: 

18/20 properties in West Park Rd (excludes No.1 Park and one new resident we 

haven’t canvassed.) 

27/31 properties in Portview Rd (1 opposed, 1 not contactable, 2 rentals) 

Anglo Rd –is  a mixture of commercial and residential – some support our stance, 

some opposed, majority are already commercial. 

 

We understand that the population of Sydney will grow, and that St Leonards has 

been designated one of the 30 minute cities by the GSC.  St Leonards is ideally 

situated close to central Sydney, has excellent transport connections with two 

easily accessible, (walkable)  train stations (St Leonards and Wollstonecraft),  a 

new Metro station being built, a busy bus network to many parts of Sydney, a 

major teaching hospital and cancer centre (it has been designated a medical and 

research employment precinct) and a new large private mental health facility 

nearby.  There is also substantial IT commercial activity in St Leonards. 

Artarmon, one train stop away has a large business/commercial employment 

hub, and North Sydney, a large commercial centre is one train and Metro stop 

away. A new sports facility has recently been completed across the Pacific 

Highway. 

 

However, we have serious concerns about Draft 2036 on many grounds. 

1. The impact on us, the remaining residents in West Park and Portview Rds. 

2. The proposed development itself. 

 

1. Impact on us, living across the street of this huge development. 

a. We will be facing years of construction, with all the impact of constant 

noise, dust, constant movement of heavy vehicles .This has health 

implications for us living there, including for the many children. 



b. We face loss of solar access, privacy and amenity as we face huge 

buildings, inadequate setbacks and with increased traffic and parking 

problems. 

c. Being excluded from the development,  the devaluation of our properties 

and therefore inability to sell at a price that enables us to move to a like 

area. 

d. We, a small group of residents, are being asked to carry ALL the downside 

of this proposal.  We ask what are the ethical and  moral  justifications of  

creating a group of  losers versus winners here, for no good reasons.  

When the development of St Leonards South was proposed for 

development  the report commissioned from Anand stated that there 

should be no winners and losers. 

e. The process whereby this development was extended to our doorstep, 

without  being advertised to the residents most effected, us, with no 

opportunity to make representation or have input until it was already 

passed by Council. All representations to LCC have been ignored. 

On no occasion have the Council, in meetings or written submissions, or 

the politicians we have spoken to (Anthony Roberts, Gladys Berejiklian) 

or the members of State Planning in 3 meetings we’ve had with them,  

been able to justify or defend in any way that we have been left to carry 

the whole downside of this proposal.  

f. Because we have  huge majority resident support to exit the area, it is a  

brownfield site.  The whole area from the station to Greenwich and River 

Rds is available for a comprehensive plan in what is probably a unique 

area of  Sydney. Unique because of it’s size and availability because of 

almost complete resident support, extensive transport system and 

proximity to large commercial and employment areas.  

g. There are plans/ designs in motion  for the owners of properties along the 

Pacific Highway from Park Rd to Greenwich Rd to apply for approval of  a 

row of high rise buildings, and there is already approval of a high rise 

development at no 2 Greenwich Rd, the old site of Northside Clinic.  We, 

one and a half streets,  will be wedged on 3 sides by massive buildings 

unless the whole area is rethought. 



2. The proposal outlined in Draft 2036 

a. At the insistence of our local member before his stint as Minister for 

Planning,  Anthony  Roberts joined representatives of our group in a 

meeting with State Planning, and made an oral submission that the 

whole area of St Leonards becomes a study are of the Dept of State 

Planning. This occurred and a study by SJB recommended that the 

whole area be planned for redevelopment. 

b. The plans included in Draft 2036, prepared by Lane Cove Council  

have no planning or architectural merit and have all the hallmarks of a 

future slum area. Row after row of high rise, street after street, 

building after building next to each other that cannot and do not 

provide any benefit to future residents who have no community areas 

for recreation or adequate play area, inadequate sunlight between 

these massive building for trees to be able to thrive and adequate 

solar access for residents.  

There are many studies from overseas and Australia that clearly 

outline the hallmarks for  liveable communities that enhance the 

emotional and physical health of the residents, and the opportunity 

for healthy emotional development of children in these areas. Draft 

2036 fails on all measures.  

c. The impact of this dense and overdeveloped mass of buildings and 

population increase on the neighbouring houses and surrounding 

suburbs of Crows Nest, Greenwich and Wollstonecraft is not and 

should not be acceptable. There need to be road widening and traffic 

management plans, upgrading of infrastructure which is inadequate 

for this increase, consideration of needs for schools, play areas, 

childcare, library and meeting areas, open space and trees for air 

quality, beauty and overall enhancement of the environment. There 

needs to be a variety of housing options, medium density housing as 

well as high rise, and perhaps some affordable housing included. 

d. The topography of the area with the gradients of the streets requires 

central planning, not developer driven decisions on what is built.  



e. The whole area between the station, Greenwich and River Roads 

needs a holistic and comprehensive plan. A community, a 

neighbourhood that enhances the area and the whole of Sydney is 

possible and do-able. The development of this area is too big and too 

complex for Lane Cove Council, and Draft 2036 plan is lacking in 

vision, in that it has no planning merit, doesn’t address the problems 

inherent in the huge development and ignores the impact on the 

community. It takes no account of what constitutes a liveable human 

environment for its residents and those of us that live adjacent to it. 

f. Royal North Shore Hospital is currently at breaking point and cannot 

accommodate any more patient load. This needs planning and funding  

for current and future needs and upgrade of patient beds and 

facilities. It cannot accommodate a population increase in any case is 

occurring with the other new high rise developments in Crows Nest 

and St Leonards.  

g. The developers who bought the houses before the land was rezoned 

have no legal or moral rights to insist that rezoning is made now, They 

must carry the responsibility for their commercial decisions. Yet they 

are asking for even higher and denser developments already.  

h. If development of this area is piecemeal it will be the loss of a once in a 

lifetime opportunity for this significant site to be planned to have  

aesthetic, environmental and social benefits. 

i. If the government doesn’t want to invest in this area with a holistic, 

intelligent and coherent plan that incorporates best practice planning 

principles of amenity, community and design driven development, 

then the development should be wound back to Berry Rd. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

Rachel Falk 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We strongly oppose the Draft 2036 Plan 

 

 

 

 

 
 




